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Let V be a vector space of any dimension and 0 + ( V) the proper orthogonal 
group of V. We show, if ?L E 0 +(V), then TI is a product of half-turns, and we deter- 
mine the minimal number of half-turns which is needed to express n. Q 1986 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A theorem of E. Cartan and J. DieudonnCt (see [l, p. 1291) states that 
every orthogonal isometry is a product of at most n reflections, where n is 
the dimension of the vector space. Also, every rotation is a product of at 
most n half-turns (see [I, p. 1341). It is natural to ask the more specific 
question: Given some orthogonal isometry x, what is the minimal number 
of reflections and what is the minimal number of rotations needed to write 
n as a product of reflections and rotations, respectively? Answers to the 
question concerning reflections were given by P. Scherk [ 111 for regular 
spaces and M. GGtzky [9] for spaces with nontrivial radical. For a unified 
treatment of the orthogonal, unitary, and symplectic groups, the inclusion 
of infinite dimensional vector spaces, and for more references we refer to 
[73. An answer to the question concerning half-turns has been given by H. 
Ishibashi [lo] for regular spaces. In this paper we shall obtain an answer 
in the more general situation that allows a nontrivial radical. We shall 
show (Theorems 27 and 29) that every orthogonal isometry 7~ is a product 
of t, t+ 1, or t+ 2 half-turns, where 2t =dim B(n)+dim(B(x)nR). 
All necessary definitions and references will be given in Section 2. 
We include vector spaces over any field whose characteristic is distinct 
from 2, and of any (possibly infinite) dimension. For an infinite dimen- 
sional space not every isometry in 0 -+ (V) can be factored into half-turns. 
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There are necessary conditions, namely, dim B(n) has to be finite, 
dim B(n)/R even, and dim F(;(n)‘/R 2 dim B(rc). These conditions turn out 
to be sufficient (but we had to exclude the field containing just three 
elements in Theorems 27 and 29). 
We would like to make a few comments to the proof. If B(X) n R # {0}, 
then in the proof of Lemma 26 we construct a half-turn g such that 
dim(B(7m) n R) < dim(B(rt) n R). This will be repeated until the intersec- 
tion with the radical is zero. When dim(B(n) n R) is odd, this process is 
not quite applicable; we also have to use one reflection 0 in order to obtain 
a zero intersection with the radical. Now we have reduced our problem to 
a similar one where B(rc) n R = (O}, but because of the last comment we 
can no longer assume that 7~ E0 + ( V). 
When B(x)n R= (01, we have to find some half-turn r] such that 
dim B(rrq) = dim B(X) - 2 and B(rcq) n R = {O}. In order to construct some 
half-turn q with the desired properties, it will be necessary to make sure 
that there are enough nonisotropic vectors in B(n). A number of lemmas, 
especially Lemmas 4, 5, and 12, deal with this problem. Since dim B(n) = 2, 
we encounter some difficulties if dim B(x) is small. To overcome these dif- 
ficulties, several new ideas have to be introduced in order to find suitably 
situated nonisotropic vectors (see, e.g., Lemmas 15, 16, and 18). In the 
course of our proof we also obtain as a by-product a new proof of 
Ishibashi’s result, but in a more general setting (Ishibashi excludes infinite 
dimensional vector spaces and those of dimension 3). 
Last but not least I would like to mention F. Bachmann’s charac- 
terization of plane motion groups. He studies groups that are generated by 
involutions which are subject to certain rules called axioms. It turns out 
that every group satisfying his axioms is an orthogonal group 0 +(V) 
which is generated by half-turns ( [2, esp. Theorems 5 and 6, pp. 158, 1571). 
For further development of the theory it is important to solve the length 
problem, i.e., find the minimal number of half-turns to express each 
motion, as Bachmann points out (see [2, p. 341 I). 
2. DEFINITIONS, NOTATIONS, QUOTATIONS 
Let V be a (possibly infinite-dimensional) vector space over the field K. 
For rc E GL( V) we introduce the fix F(X) of rc: F(rc) = ker(n - l), and the 
path B(n) of 7r: B(n)=im(7r- 1). 
For rr E GL( V) with dim B(rc) < cc we define det rt = det,(,, 1 rr (see, e.g., 
C8, P. 3W). 
We assume the field K is commutative and char K # 2. Let f be a sym- 
metric bilinear form on K Then ( V, f) is called an orthogonal vector space. 
For any subset McVwe define MI={~E V;f(M,y)=(O}}. 
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A vector u E V is called isotropic if u E vl. A subspace W of V is called 
totally isotropic if WC WI. For any subspace W of V the space Wn W’ is 
called the radical of W; we write Wn W’ = rad W. If rad W = {0}, we call 
W regular. The radical of V will be denoted by R = VI. 
The group O(V) = {A E GL( V); f(xrr, yrr) = f(x, y), dim B(n) < co, and 
F(n) 3 R} is called the (weak) orthogonal group of (V, f). An element in 
0( V) is called an isometry. If 0 E 0( V), dim B(a) = 1, and B(o) V! R, then g 
is called a reflection. Every reflection (r is a mapping c,: x + x - 
2f(a, a)-‘f(x, a)a for some nonisotropic vector a E V. Clearly, aa = --a, 
det (r = -1, and 0 is an involution. 
The subgroup 0 +(V) = (z E O(V); det rc = 1 } is called the proper 
orthogonal group. A product of two reflections is called a rotation. Clearly, 
every rotation is in 0 +(V). If q = op, where (T and p are reflections, and if 
B(a) c B(p)‘, then the rotation q is called a half-turn. Clearly, a half-turn q 
is an involution, dim B(q) = 2, and B(q) is regular. 
Let r: x + x+f(x, u)r, where UE V/R and rE R\(O), then z is an 
isometry, it is called a simple radical isometry. Every simple radical 
isometry t is contained in 0 + ( V); namely, det r = 1 since det,,,, 1 r = 1. If u 
is nonisotropic, then r is a product of two reflections cr and u’, r = UG’, 
where 
a:x-+x+f(x,u);Iuwith1= -2f(o,v))‘, 
U’: X+x+f(x, u-AP1r) ;1(u-Z-‘r). 
We define V= V/R and f(x + R, y + R) =f(x, y). Then (V, f) is a 
regular orthogonal vector space. For any subspace W of V we have 
W’ = WI and Wn W’ = Wn WI, i.e., rad W= rad E. 
For LEO we define ii: x+R+xx+R. Then ir~O(r) and n:--+il is 
an epimorphism. Furthermore, B(x) = B(e), F(n)1F(%) =m= B(E)‘. 
If B(n) n R = {0}, then F(n) = F(71) and dim B(rc) = dim B(ti). Also, 
O(P)EO(A)~{~EO(V);B(~)~A}, h w ere A is a complement of R in V, 
V=R@A. 
If rc E O(V) is an involution, then 71 is an involution. If (r is a reflection, 
then 6 is a reflection; namely, B(o) n R = (0) and (r is an involution. If q is 
a half-turn, then e is a half-turn; namely, B(q) n R = {0} and r] is an 
involution, thus dim B(rf) = 2 and ?j is an involution. For every reflection 
p E O(P) there is a reflection 0 E O(V) such that 5 = p. For every half-turn 
<E O(V) there is a half-turn ye E 0( V) such that f = [. 
If V is regular and dim V= 2, the only half-turn is -1. Therefore, not 
every n E 0 +(V) is a product of half-turns. We shall see that a similar 
statement can be made also if V is not regular. 
Let V= A @ R. Then A is regular. For dim A = 0 or 1, O(A) does not 
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contain any half-turns. Now let dim A = 2 and q E 0( I’) such that 
AJv= -1, RJrl=l, then v is a half-turn. Let ~cEO(P’) such that A/rc is a 
rotation in A distinct from -1, and RI rc = 1. If 7t = q, “‘ill, where 
vi E O(V) are half-turns, then E = yI, ... q,. There are half-turns vi E O(A) 
such that A 1~ = q’i . . . vi. But this is not possible. Therefore, if codim R = 2, 
then not every 71 E 0 + ( V) is a product of half-turns. 
We also need a few statements from [7]: 
LEMMA 1. Assume z E 0( V). 
(1.1) dim m = dim B(n) if and only if for every linear function 
~9: V-+K with F(7c)+= (0) th ere is some a EF(z)’ such that x$ = f(x, a) 
for all XE V (Lemma 19 in [7]). 
(1.2) dim F(~~)I/(B(x) + R) - dim(B(rr) n R) = dim F(n)‘/R - 
dim B(z) (Lemma 20 in [7]). 
(1.3) dimF(rr)‘/(B(rr)+R)<dim(B(rc)nR) (Lemma22 in [7]). 
LEMMA 2. Zf n E O(V) is a product of reflections, then 
(2.1) dimm>dim B(X) (consequence of Lemmas 18 and 19 in 
C71); 
(2.2) dimB(n)=dim B(x)-dim(B(rc)n R) is euen if and only if 
ZE O+( V) (consequence of Theorem 33(i), (ii) in [7]). 
LEMMA 3. Zf dim F(n)l> dim B(n), then F(z) = F(n)ll. 
Proof We have codim F(n) = dim B(z) < dim m = codim F(a)ll = 
codim F(n) ” and F(n) c F(z)**. 
Finally, we shall frequently make use of the following results, which are 
easy to prove. 
We assume rr, rc E O(V) and 0 is a reflection. 
If B(o) c B(n), then B(z) = B(xo)@ B(a) and B(na) = B(z) n yl, where 
y E V such that Ky(n - 1) = B(a). 
If F(x) d R(C) then B(na) = B(n)@ B(a). 
B(o)cP(n)I if and only if F(a)zF(n). 
3. THE CASE B(X) n R = (0) 
It seems natural to use induction on dim B(z) to pursue our goal. 
Accordingly, for every isometry 7c E O(V) we wish to find a half-turn q such 
that dim B(an) = dim B(z) - 2. Necessarily, B(n) c B(n); therefore we shall 
have to assume dim B(n)/rad B(n) > 2. In order to be able to repeat the 
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inductive step we would like to preserve this property of 71, i.e., we want the 
same condition to be true for nq. Usually we shall look for two commuting 
reflections, thus breaking up the process into two steps. Reflections exist 
along regular l-dimensional subspaces. Therefore we have to find suitably 
located nonisotropic vectors in B(n). The next two lemmas will establish 
the existence of these desired vectors. 
LEMMA 4. Assume B(z) n R = (0) and dim B(n) > dim rad B(z) > 1. 
Then there is some y E Vj(rad B(n))’ such that y(n: - 1) is not isotropic. 
Proof Clearly radB(z)=B(rt)nF(n), (radB(~))‘~B(~)+F(n), and 
codim(rad B(n))’ = dim rad B(z) 3 1. Therefore (rad B(n))l(;I - 1) c H, 
where H is some hyperplane of B(n). If y(n - 1) is isotropic for 
all YE V\(rad B(z))l, then rad B(n) = B(X), which contradicts our 
assumption. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose dim rad B(n) 2 2 and E is a hyperplane of B(x) that 
is not totally isotropic. Then there is some y E q(rad B(n))-’ such that 
y(n - 1) E E and y(n - 1) is not isotropic. 
Proof Clearly codim(rad B(n))la2. Let H be a hyperplane of V 
such that H(n - 1) = E. Then dim H/(Hn (rad B(n))‘) > 1. Thus 
dim E/(Hn (rad B(n))*)(n - 1) > 1 since ker,j (n - 1) c Hn (rad B(n))l. 
If every vector in (H\(rad B(n))‘)(n- 1) is isotropic, then E is totally 
isotropic. 
Now we shall assume that suitable nonisotropic vectors exist. In this case 
a suitable reflection Q exists whose path is contained in the path of rc. 
Lemma 6 gives the basic properties of c which will be used frequently. The 
main purpose is to find some 0 such that the radical of B(7ca) is still small. 
(*) Assume there is some YE V\(rad B(n))l such that y(n- 1) is 
nonisotropic. 
Put 6: x-+x+f(x, y(n- l))a-‘y(n- l), where c(= f(y, y(n- 1)). 
LEMMA 6. Assume (*) holds. Then B(a) c B(n), B(na) c B(n), 
dim B(na) = dim B(n) - 1, rad B(xa) c rad B(x), dim rad B(na) = 
dim rad B(n) - 1, and dim B(no)/rad B(no) >, dim B(n)/rad B(n) 2 1. 
Proof Clearly, B(a) c B(n), rad B(n) ti yi, B(na) = B(n)n yl, and 
B(n)=Kr@B(na) for some rErad B(n). Let CE B(n); then c=ar+s, 
where SEB(AU). If terad B(xa), then f(t, ar+s)=crf(t, r)+ f(t,s)=O. 
Thus rad B(na) c rad B(n). Since r $ B(na), we get r $ rad B(W), hence 
rad B(n) ZJ Kr 0 rad B( 7~). Also, r E B(n) n B(n)’ c B(R) n B(na)’ c 
B(aa)‘, hence rad B(n) c (Kr@ B(na)) n B(na)’ = Kr@rad B(no). Thus 
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dim rad B(rc~) = dim rad B(Z) - 1 and dim B(rra) = dim B(n) - 1. This 
implies dim B( 7to)/rad B( rrna) 2 dim B( rr )/rad B( rc). 
In order to have a full induction step, we have to find another reflection 
whose path has two properties, it has to be perpendicular to B(a) and it 
has to be contained in B(rce). 
LEMMA 7. Assume (*) holds, B(n) n R = (O}, and dimB(rr)/radB(rc) > 2. 
Then B(xo) n y(z - l)l is not totally isotropic and rad B(xa) c B(xo) n 
y(7l- 1)l. 
Proof. Clearly y(n - 1)1 3 rad B(n). Using Lemma 6 we get rad B(R) = 
rad B(xo) 0 Kr. Also, B(rca) = rad B(na) @ E, where E is regular and 
dimEa2. Then B(7r)=E@radB(na)@Kr, hence B(~a)ny(~-l)l= 
(EOradB(no))ny(K-l)~=(Eny(~-l)1)0radB(71a).Nowy(n-1)= 
e+s, whereeEEandsEradB(7r). Hence y(n-l)inB(rc)=e’nB(rr)and 
e is nonisotropic. Now we get E(lto)n y(x- l)l~En y(z- l)‘= Enel, 
which is regular and distinct from zero. Thus B(rca) n y(x - 1)’ is not 
totally isotropic. 
The space B(rca) is a hyperplane of B(rc). We seek information about the 
size of the radical of a hyperplane of a subspace. We shall use this result 
often, sometimes without explicitly referring to this lemma. 
LEMMA 8. Let W be a finite-dimensional subspace of V and H a hyper- 
plane of W. Then 
dim rad W- 1 <dim rad H<dim rad W+ 1. 
Proof. If H c W is a hyperplane in W, then W’ c H’ is a hyperplane 
in H’ or W’ = HI. Now 
rad H 
xHnH’n Wn W’= 
Hn Wn WL = Hnrad W 
rad W HnH’nWI= W’nradH’ 
The first inclusion yields dim rad H > dim rad W- 1, the second one 
dimrad W>dimradH-1. 
After these preparations, in Lemmas 9, 10, and 11 we shall see that the 
induction step can be performed smoothly as long as dim B(n) is large 
enough and rad B(K) # (0). 
LEMMA 9. Assume B(a) n R = (O}, dim rad B(n) > 3, and dim B(n)/ 
rad B(x) > 2. Then there is a half-turn q such that B(7cq) c B(n), dim B(rcq) 
= dimB(rr)-2, dimradB(rrq) = dimradB(n)-2, dim B(q)/rad B(aq) > 2, 
and B(zq)nR= (0). 
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Proof: Clearly (*) holds by Lemma 4. By Lemma 7 B(na) n y(rc - 1)’ 
is not totally isotropic, and by Lemma 6 B(a)c B(n), B(rca)c B(x), 
dim B(no) = dim B(x) - 1, rad B(rra) c rad B(x), dim rad B(M) = dim 
rad B(K) - 1, dim B(ao)/rad B(rra) > dim B(x)/rad B(rc) > 2. By Lemma 8 
we get dim rad B(rra) 22. Thus by Lemma 5 there is some 
ZE V\(radB(na))* such that z(rrg-l)~B(rco)ny(n-l)l and ~(~0-1) 
is not isotropic. Let p be a reflection such that K.z(rra-- 1) = 
B(p) c B(rra) n y(rc - 1)‘. Then by Lemma 6: B(nop) c B(W), 
dim B(xap) = dim B(na) - 1, rad B(rrap) c rad B( rccr), dim rad B(rrap) = 
dim rad B(na) - 1, and dim B(nap)/radB(nop) > dim B(rca)/rad B(KD) 2 2. 
Put q = ap. Finally, since B(nap) c B(rra) c B(n), we get B(rrq) n R = (0). 
LEMMA 10. Assume B(x)n R = {0}, dim rad B(x) =2, and dim B(rc) 
> 6. Then there is a half-turn q such that B(q) c B(K), dim B(nq) = 
dim B(x) - 2, dim E(nq)/rad B(rrq) 2 2, and B(xq) n R = (0). 
Proof Clearly dim B(n)/rad B(E) > 4. Clearly (*) holds by Lemma 4. 
For (r in (*), Lemma 6 yields dim B(no)/rad B(xa) 2 dim B(rc)/rad B(n) > 4 
and dim rad 8(rrcr) = 1. By Lemma 7, B(rm) n y(x - 1)’ is not totally 
isotropic. Therefore there is some reflection p such that B(p) c B(xa) n 
~(n - 1 )I. Finally, dim B(zap)/rad B(rmp) > 2 since B(rcap) is a hyper- 
plane of 8(rm). Put rj = ap. Since B(rrnap) c B(rca) c B(z), we get 
B(q)nR= (0). 
LEMMA 11. Assume B(n)nR= {0), dim rad B(rc)= 1, and dim B(rr)>4. 
Then there is a half-turn q such that B(rcq) cB(rr), dim B(aq)= 
dim B(n) - 2, dim B(ay)/rad B(nq) 2 1, and B(q) n R = (0). If 
dim B(x) > 4, then dim B(lcq)/rad B(q) > 1. 
Proof We get dim 8(rc)/rad B(x) > 3, and dim B(z)/rad B(z) > 3 for 
dim B(x) >4. Now (*) holds by Lemma 4. For 0 in (*) we get, by 
Lemma 6, dim B(rra)/rad B(na) > dim B(rc)/rad B(rc) and dim rad B(na) 
= 0. 
By Lemma 7, B(na) n y(rr - 1)’ is not totally isotropic. Therefore there 
is some reflection p such that B(p)c B(na)n J(E- l)l. Finally, 
dim B(rrap)/rad B(n0.p) > 1, and dim B(rcap)/rad B(rcap) > 1 for dim B(n) 
> 4 since B(rcap) is a hyperplane of B(na). Put q = ap. 
Consequently, if B(rc) n R = {0}, d im rad 8(n) = 1, and dim B(7c) = 4, 
then n= 0~. I], where z and w are reflections; namely, B(rrq) n R = {0}, 
dim B(zq) = 2, and B(rcq) is not totally isotropic. 
If B(n) is regular, we need a new tool. 
LEMMA 12. Assume B(n) is regular and dim l?(n) 2 3. Then there is 
y E B(n) such that both y and y(n - 1) are nonisotropic. 
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Proof: Assume every nonisotropic vector in B(Z) is mapped onto an 
isotropic vector: Let IZ E B(rc) be nonisotropic and i = n(7c - 1). Let T be 
any 2-dimensional subspace of B(rc) n il such that i E T and S the 2-dimen- 
sional subspace of B(X) such that S(X - 1) = T. Then n E S, hence S is not 
totally isotropic. Therefore, S contains at least two l-dimensional not 
totally isotropic subspaces. Thus T contains at least one l-dimensional 
totally isotropic subspace other than Ki, say Ki’. Since Ki @ Ki’ = T c il, T 
is totally isotropic for all such subspaces T of B(n) n ii. But then B(n) n i’ 
is totally isotropic. However, B(Z) does not contain a totally isotropic 
hyperplane. 
The next lemma provides the induction step for isometries with large 
enough paths whose radicals are zero. 
LEMMA 13. Assume B(n) is regular and dim B(n) 3 5. Then there is a 
haZ$turn q such that B(q) c B(z), dim B(nq) = dim B(n) - 2, dim B(q)/ 
rad B(q) B 2, and B(q) n R = (0). 
Proof: By Lemma 12 there is y E B(n) such that y and y(rc - 1) are non- 
isotropic. Then there is a reflection (T such that B(a) = Ky(n - 1). Then 
B(na) = B(n) n y’- is regular and B(xa) n y(rc - l)l is not totally isotropic. 
Thus there is some reflection p with B(p) c B(~o)n y(n-- l)l= 
B(xa) n B(o)‘. Also, B(n) = B(za) @ B(a) and B(xo) = B(~op) @ B(p). 
Hence q = op is a half-turn, B(nq) c B(x), dim B(xap) = dim B(n) - 2 3 3 
and dim rad B(~ap) < 1. Therefore, dim B(rcap)/rad B(~op) > 2. Finally, 
B(xq)nR= (0) since B(n) n R = (0). 
The cases in which dim B(x) is small require individual treatment. In 
Lemmas 18 and 19 we have excluded the field with three elements. These 
two lemmas will only be needed for Theorems 27 and 29, which deal with 
isometries whose paths intersect he radical. The subsequent six lemmas are 
devoted to small dim B(n). 
LEMMA 14. Assume B(x) is regular and dim B(n) = 4. Then there are 
two reflections z, o, and a half-turn q such that. rc = zwq and B(7), B(o), 
B(v) = B(n). 
Proof: By Lemma 12 there is y E B(n) such that y and y(~ - 1) are non- 
isotropic. Hence there is a reflection (r such that B(a) = Ky(z - 1). Then 
B(za) = B(n) n y’ is regular and therefore B(aa) n y(rr - l)l is not totally 
isotropic. Let p be a reflection such that B(p) c B(Yw) n ~~(rc - 1 )l. Finally, 
B(zap) is a subspace of B(xa), dim B(zap) = 2, therefore it is not totally 
isotropic. Thus nap = 7w by [7, Theorem 33(i)]. Now put q = op. 
LEMMA 15. Assume B(z)nR= {0}, dim B(7c)=4, and dimradB(rr) 
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= 2. Then there are two reflections z and o and a half-turn q such that 
x = mq and B(z), B(w), B(q) c B(x)= 
Proof: Clearly (*) holds by Lemma 4. For r in ( * f we get by Lemma 6 
dim B(no)/rad B( ncr )> dim B(n)/rad B( rt ) > 2 and dim rad R(xa) = 1. 
Further, dim(B(nc7) n y(rc - 1)1) Z 2. By Lemma 6, B(?~cJ) n y(n - l)l is 
not totally isotropic and B(rce) n y(x - l)l XI rad B(ao). Hence B(rco) n 
yfn - 1)” contains a l-dimensional not totally isotropic subspace X such 
that Xnrad B(xcr)= (0). Put T=X@rad B(W); then dim T== 2 and T 
contains at least three l-dimensional not totally isotropic subspaces Si. 
There is a subspace 2 c V such that Z n 41ca) = { 0}, dim Z = 2, and there 
are three distinct elements 2,. E Z such that z,(na - 1) = bj. Then 
F(ncr) + Kzi # F(W) + Kzj for i # j and consequently B(W) R zf # 
B(ncr)nzt for i#j. Also, dim(B(n~)nz~)= 2 for all i, B(no)nzLx 
B(W) n Zl for all i, and dirn~~(~~) -3 Z’) = 1. Only two of the three spaces 
B(W) n zf can be totally isotropic. 
Let ZEZ such that b=z(nc~-l)~TcB(no)ny(n-1)1, b is not 
isotropic, B(aa) n zl is not totally isotropic, and dim(B(ns)nz’)= 2. 
Then there is a reflection p such that B(p) = Kb and @zap) = B(na)n ziS 
Now we can apply [7, Theorem 33(i)], to rq and get that ncrp = zw, Put 
Crp=3& 
LEMMA 16. Let dim B(z)= 3, B(x)nR= {0), and dim B(n)/rad B(n) 
>, 2, Then x = WV, where q is a half-turn and o is a reflection. 
ProoJ Clearly dim rad 3(n) < 1. If dim rad B(n) = 1, then by Lemma 4, 
(*) holds, and by Lemma 7, for (T in (*) we get B(m)n yfn- 1)’ is not 
totally isotropic. Hence there is a nonisotropic b E B(rca) n y(n - l)l and a 
reflection p such that B(p) = Kb c B(m) r”l y(n - l)‘- = B(W) n B(o)‘. 
Nence q =op is a half-turn. Since B(o) c. B(n), we have B(x)= 
B(m)@ 3(a) and since B(p) t &XC), also Bfno) = B(nap)@ B(p), 
Therefore, dim B(Px~) = 1 and 3(zcrp) is not totally isotropic since 
B(nap) n R c B(nc) n R c B(x) n R = IO>. Thus reap = o is a reflection and 
7C=Cllq. 
If dim rad B(n) = 0 and B(z) does not contain any isotropic vectors, then 
for any cx = y(n - 1) E B(a) there is a reflection D such that Bfrr ) = Ka and 
B(w) = &KG) @ B(p). The space B(W) does not contain any isotropic vec- 
tors. Hence there is bEB(no) A y(n- l)“\(O) such that Kb = B(p) For 
some reflection p and B(xo) = B(nap) 0 B(p). Then B(p) c B(a)l, 
dim B(ap) = 2, dim B(rrcrp) = 1, and B(nap) n R c B(m) n R c B(z) n 
R = (0). Hence q = ap is a half-turn and w = ncrp is a reflection. 
Now assume that dim rad B(n) = 0 and B(n) contains isotropic vectors. 
If 2 E B(n) is isotropic7 then also in is isotropic. If in B(n) and i(n - 1) are 
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isotropic, then Kin = Ki; otherwise Ki(7c - 1) c Kirc @ Ki, where Ki(x - 1) is 
totally isotropic, and so are Kin and Ki. But then either Kin@3 Ki is a 
totally isotropic hyperplane of B(z), which is not possible by Lemma 8, or 
Ki(z - 1) = Ki, hence Kirc = Ki, or Ki(x - 1) = Kin, hence Kirc = Ki. If 
ie B(z) is isotropic and i(n: - 1) is not isotropic, then i 4 i(z - l)l. Also, in 
this case, B(X) n i’ n i(rc - 1)’ is not totally isotropic; namely, if 
B(n)niini(71- 1)’ is totally isotropic, then for every element 
wEB(7r)niLni(71-l)’ we have w~B(z)nil, hence WE Ki or 
dim(Ki@ Kw) = 2, where Ki @ Kw is totally isotropic. But by Lemma 8, 
B(z) does not have a totally isotropic hyperplane. Since B(x)ni’n 
i(z--l)‘# {0}, weget B(n)ni’ni(x-- l)l=Ki, hence iEi(x- l)‘, which 
is a contradiction. 
Therefore, if there is one element i E B(z) such that i(7c - 1) is not 
isotropic, then there is a reflection e with B(a) = Ki(x- 1) cB(rr) and 
B(n)=B(na)@B(a), B(m)=B(x)ni’. Then there is a reflection p 
such that B(p)cB(z)niini(7c-l)i=B(m)nB(a)L with B(ncr)= 
B(rrop) 0 B(p), hence dim B(~op) = 1 and B(mp)n R c B(m) n R c 
8(z) n R = (0). Hence rr~p = o is a reflection, ap = 9 is a half-turn, and 
7C=Olq. 
If i*(n - 1) is isotropic for all isotropic i* E B(z), then Ki*n = Ki* for all 
isotropic i* eB(n). Since rad(B(7t) n i’) = Ki, the space Ki is the only 
totally isotropic subspace of B(n) n il. Each 2-dimensional subspace of 
B(K) containing Ki has one other totally isotropic l-dimensional subspace. 
Now we obtain that every 2-dimensional subspace of B(z) is fixed under x 
and then that every l-dimensional subspace of B(X) is also fixed under 
n: Kxn = Kx for all x E B(n), i.e., xrr = ax for some GI E Kj{ O}. We get the 
same factor c1 for all x and hence since there are nonisotropic vectors x = n 
in B(x), f(n, n) =f(nrr, nrc) = a2f(n, n) #O, i.e., cz2 = 1, 0: = + 1. We have 
V=B(rc)@F(n) since F(rr)=B(rr)l and radB(n)= {O}. Therefore a# 1 
since dim B(z) = 3. Thus we get CI = -1 and rc is an involution. 
Take any nonisotropic vector y E B(n), then also y(rc - 1) is nonisotropic 
since y(z - 1) = yn - y = -2~. Hence there is a reflection w such that 
B(w) = Ky(n - 1) = Ky c B(n) and thus B(x) = B(no) @ B(w), B(rrw) = 
B(?‘c)ny’=B(7z)nB(o)‘=B(z)nF(F(w) since B(o)nRcB(x)nR= (0). 
For every x E B(rc~) we obtain xrro = ( --x)0 = -x, hence no is an 
involution. Also, dim B(rrw) = 2. Therefore, nw = r] is a half-turn and 
lT=tp=w?f. 
LEMMA 17. Let V be a 3-dimensional regular space, a E V a nonisotropic 
vector, and P= {WC V; WIKa and dim W= 2). Then rad W# (0) for at 
most two elements WE P. 
ProoJ Clearly dim WI = 1 and WI c aI. The mapping W -+ WI 
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establishes a bijection between the elements in P and the l-dimensional 
subspaces of the 2-dimensional regular space Q’. Clearly rad W= rad WI. 
Finally, there are at most two l-dimensional subspaces of ai whose radical 
is distinct from zero. 
LEMMA 18. Assume K#GF(3), dimB(n)=4, B(z)nR=(O}, and 
dim rad 3(n) = 1. Let E be a not totally isotropic hyperphe of B(z). Then 
there is some resection p such that B(p) c E, dim. B(np) = dim B(a) - 1, and 
dim B(np)/rad B( zp) > 2. 
Proof: Let H be a hyperplane of V such that H(n - 1) = E. 
First assume dim H/(Hn (rad B(lr))l) 2 1. Then dim Ej(H n 
(rad B(x))‘)(n - 1) & 1; namely, since (rad B(x))~ xF(rr), we have 
ker,/ (n - I) c Hn (rad B(E))~. If every vector in (H\(rad ~(~))i)(~ - 1) 
is isotropic, then E is totally isotropic. Thus there is some YE y\ 
(rad B(z))~ such that ~~(rr - 1) is a nonisotropic vector in E. Therefore there 
is some reflection p such that B(p) = Ky(n - 1) c E. By Lemma 6, 
dimB(np)=dimB(a)-1 and dimB(ap)/radB(np)>2. 
Second assume Hc (rad B(n))l. Then (rad B(n)fL = H since 
codim H= 1, and H’l= (rad B(~c))~~~ = (rad B(K))~ = H. 
For b E B(n)\rad B(z) we define H, = H n 6’. Then H6 3 F(z). Also, 
codim Hb = 2; namely, H c b’ implies H’ = rad B(rc) + R 1 Kb. This is a 
contradiction. 
Let c E B(n)\rad B(a). Then H, = Hb implies H’ + Kc = H,’ = 
Hi = Hi + Kb and then rad B(x) + R + Kc = rad B(K) + R -I- Kb. If 
Hn bi cc’, then H’ + Kb ~3 Kc and therefore rad B(x) + R + Kb = 
rad B(z) + R + Kc. 
Since dim rad B(n) = 1, there is a 3-dimensional regular subspace X in 
B(n) not intersecting rad B(n) + R. Then X has a basis of nonisotropic 
vectors. Let b and c be two of these basis vectors. Then 
codim(Hnb~nc~)=3. Clearly ~nb~nc~~~(~). 
The set S = ( Hd; d E Kb @ Kc) is a 2-dimensional pencil of subspaces 
of V since H,r,Hnb’nc’; namely, KdcKbOKc, d’xb’nc’, and 
H,IHHnb’n&. Further, let D be a hyperplane of H such that 
D=(Hnb’nc’)@C for some complement C of Hnb’nc’ in D. We 
have dim C= 1 and D’ =(HI@KbQKc)nC’, hence Dli= 
‘Lnbinc’)+C1l=(Hnbinci)+C+R=D since 
iinbinci). Therefore there is deDIcH’@Kb@Kc %,c,?%t 
d6 (KbO Kc)\(O); otherwise DL c HI, hence Dl’x HII, hence DI H, 
which is a contradiction. Thus DE S. 
Now Hd,(z - 1) = Hd2(z - 1) implies Hdl = Hh since both contain 47~). 
Also, dim HAK - 1) = 2 and dim(Hn b’- n ei)(rr - 1) = 1. Therefore 
(Hd(= - 1); do Kb @ Kc] is a 2-dimensional pencil of 2-dimensional sub- 
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spaces of E. Since E is not totally isotropic, there is one H, such that 
H,(x - 1) is not totally isotropic. We shall denote this H, by H’. 
Let yi, y, E V. Then B(x) n y: = B(n) n yi if and only if F(rc) + Ky, = 
F( rc) + KY,. Since F( rr) c H’, we have H’ = D’ 0 F(n) for some complement 
D’ of F(rc) in H’. Then dim D’ = 2 since codim t’(rc) = 4, codim H’ = 2. 
Therefore P= (B(n) n y’; YE D’} is a 2-dimensional pencil of 3-dimen- 
sional subspaces of B(n). Clearly, B(n)/rad B(rc) is a regular 3-dimensional 
vector space. There is B(x) n y’ E P such that B(rc) n y%, then the sub- 
space (B(n) n y’)/rad B(rc) contains b + rad B(rc). Therefore, (B(x) n y’)/ 
rad B(n) is not totally isotropic. Also, dim(B(rr) n y’)/rad B(rc) = 2. All but 
possibly two elements in P’ = { W/rad B(rc); WE P} are regular by 
Lemma 17. 
If dim rad(B(rr) n y’) > 2, then (B(x) n y’)/rad B(n) is not regular. 
Thus there are at most two elements in P whose radicals have dimension 
3 2. For yz 4 Ky, + F(rc) we get B(x)n y: # B(x)n yt and therefore 
(B(n)n yf)/rad B(n) # (B(n) n y:)/rad B(n). 
For y E D’ c H’ at most two subspaces Ky(n - 1) can be totally isotropic 
since H’(rr- 1) is not totally isotropic. At most two subspaces B(x)n y’ 
have a radical whose dimension 3 2. Since K # GF(3), there are more than 
four elements y in D’. Thus there is some reflection p with B(p) = 
KY(~ - 11, dim B(rcp) = dim B(n) - 1 = 3, WV) = B(n) n Y’, and 
dim rad B(rrp) < 1. Thus dim B(rcp)/rad B(np) 3 2. 
LEMMA 19. Assume K#GF(3), B(z)nR= {0}, dim B(rc)= 5, and 
dim rad B(x)= 2. Then there is a half-turn q such that B(7cq)c B(x), 
dim B(q) = 3, and dim B( rcq)/rad B( rcq) > 2. 
ProoJ Clearly (*) holds by Lemma 4. For cr in (*) we get, by Lemma 6, 
dim B(rrcr) = dim B(rc) - 1 = 4, dim B(no)/rad B(rca) > dim B(rr)/rad B(n) 
= 3, and dim rad B(rrno) = 1. By Lemma 7, B(rca) n y(rr- 1)’ is not totally 
isotropic. By Lemma 18, there is some reflection p such that dim B(rcop) = 
dim B(rce) - 1 = 3 and dim B(xap)/rad B(nop) > 2. Put q = ap. 
As preparation for Theorems 27 and 29 it is advantageous to perform the 
complete induction for one special case. 
LEMMA 20. Assume K#GF(3), B(n)nR= {0}, dim8(z)=2t+l, and 
dim B( n)/rad B( rr ) 2 2. 
Then there are half-turns q1 ,..., q, and a reflection CO such that 
==?l . . . q,o. 
Proof. Clearly dim B(rr) > 3. 
Let dim B(K) = 3, then Lemma 16 yields n = I]W, where q is a half-turn 
and w a reflection. 
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Let dim B(z) = 5 and dim rad B(n) =0, 1,2, and 3; then we get 
it = q1q20 by Lemmas 13, 11, 19, and 9, respectively. 
If dim B(E) 2 7 and dim rad B(x) = 0, 1,2, and > 3, then we use Lem- 
mas 13, 11, 10, and 9, respectively, and induction to see that 7~ = q1 -. . vto 
for t 2 3. 
The next lemma confirms that the product of two reflections is a product 
of two half-turns. It is, of course, possible that the two reflections commute. 
Then their product is already a half-turn. The two possibilities just 
described are the reason for the occurrence in Theorems 24, 27, and 29 of 
two values as possible minimal numbers of half-turns needed to express a 
given isometry. 
LEMMA 21. Assume dim V/R > 3. If R = 6, g2, where ci are resections, 
then 7c = q 1 q2, where qi are half-turns. 
Proof: First assume (B(o,)+B(o,))nR#{O) or LT~ =(T~. Then 
B(o,) t B(o,) + R and B(oz)’ = B(a,) ’ is not totally isotropic. Therefore 
there is some reflection p with B(p) c B(o,)l. Now n = 0, ~~ = (I, ppo, and 
CJ 1 p = q, and per, = qz are half-turns. 
Second assume (~(~,~+~(~*)~n~= (0) and CJ~ #a,. Then there is a 
complement A of R such that B(cr,) + B(o,) c A. Since 7~ -+ A 17~ is an 
isomorphism between (71~ S(V); B(x)c A} and O(A), and since B(X) = 
B( A 1 z), it is sufficient to prove our assertion for O(A): 
If dim A = 3, then -cri are half-turns and n = (-(r,)( -cQ). 
If dim A > 3, then F(o,)=Bfo,)l is regular and dim F(a,)a 3. Now 
$‘(a1 )n F(a2) is a hyperplane of F(gl ). Therefore it cannot be totally 
isotropic. Let b ~F(a,)n F(02) be nonisotropic and let p be a reflection 
such that B(p) = Kb. Then 6, p and po, are half-turns and x = (al p)(po,). 
We have been working so far under the assumption 
dim B(n)/rad B(R) 2 2. If that is not the case, we shall have to initiate our 
process by first multiplying our isometry n: with a suitable reflection or 
half-turn. How that can be done effectively will be shown in the following 
two lemmas. 
LEMMA 22. Assume dim V/R3 3, B(n) is not regular, and 
codim F(x)~ > 1. Then there is a reflection CJ such that B(aa) = B(n) @ B(o), 
B(ncr) n R = B(n) n R, and dim B(~~)/rad B(ncr) 2 2. 
If dim B(z) >4, then there is some halJrturn q such that dim B(zq) = 
dim B(n), B(7tq) n R = B(n) n R, and dim B(nq)/rad B(xq) 2 2. 
ProoJ: Let B(n)=(B(x)nR)@E, F(lr)L=(F(x)LnR)OE’, and V= 
R @ A, where E c E’ c A. This is possible since B(x) c F(z)l. The subspace 
A is regular. 
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Since B(n) is not regular, there is some isotropic vector z E B( n)\R. Then 
z~z’nB(n) and A Ct zL, F(x)‘. There is some nonisotropic vector 
SE A\(z’- u F(rr)l); in fact, every hyperpiane of A through z contains non- 
isotropic vectors, and there are at least four hyperplanes of A containing z. 
Let D be a reflection such that B(a)= KS. Then B(a) d F(n)*, 
F(5) f, F(n), F(n)+F(a)= v, and hence B( ~0.) = B(n) 0 B(o) = 
(B(7~)nR)@E@B(o)c(l?(x)nR)@A. ThusB(rra)nRcB(rc)nR. Also, 
B(7~)clB(acr)+B(o)=B(~cr), hence B(x)nRcB(x5)nR. The space 
(s, z) is a regular 2-dimensional subspace of B(n)@ B(o) and therefore 
dim B(no)/rad B(ncr) > 2. 
The space B(o)’ n B(n5) is not totally isotropic since B(5)’ n B(no)=~ 
B(a)'n (s, z>, which is reguiar. 
Let p be a reflection such that B(p)c B(rr)‘nB(ntr). Then &no) c 
B(nap) + B(p) c B(na), hence B(rc(~) =B(nop) 0 B(p), where the sum is 
direct since B(p) (f B(7cop), otherwise F(p) 3 F(7cap), which implies 
B(p) = (0) since B(p) c B(x5). This is a contradiction. Therefore - - - 
dim B(ncrp) = dim B(x5) - 1. Analogously we get B(W) = B(rmp) @ B(p), 
hence dim B(nap) = dim B(W) - 1, using that B(o) = B(G) for any 
isometry W. Now we conclude easily that dim(B(n~~)nR) = 
dim(B(no)nR) and since B(nap)nRcB(no)nR, we get B(nop)nR= 
B(na) R R. Clearly, dim B( n5p) = dim B(n), which implies dim B(nop) = 
dim B(K) since dim(~(~~~) n R) = dim(~(~) n R). 
Now we shall use our assumption dim B(z) 3 4. 
If dim rad @x5)= 1 or 0, then by Lemma 8, dim rad B(nap)< 
dim rad 4715) + 1~ 2. Thus dim B(ncP)/rad B(7cap) 3 2. 
If dim rad B(7ca) 2 2, then (*) holds by Lemma 4. Thus Lemma 5 yields 
dim B(ncrp)/rad B(7crop) > dim B(rca)/rad R(W) 2 2. Put ap = q. 
LEMMA 23. Assume dim V/R 2 3, F(rc)‘/R not regular, and 
codim F(n)” us 1. Then there is a reflection 5 such that B(a5) = B(x) @ B(a), 
B(rc6) n R = B(a) n R, and dim F(no)‘/rad F(n5)’ > 2. 
If dim (B(n) R R) 2 1 and K # GF(3), then there is some ha~tur~ q 
such that dim E(q) = dim B(n) + 1, F(xq) = F(na), dirn(~(~~) n R) = 
dim(B(x) n R)- 1, and dim F(~~)~/rad F(nq)’ > 2. 
ProoJ: Since F(x)I/R is not regular, there is some isotropic vector 
z~F(x)‘-\R. Let V= A@ R; then A Ct: z’ and A G! F(YE)~ since z# R and 
codim F(x)’ 3 1, respectively. Hence there is some nonisotropic vector 
SE A\(& u F(n)‘) since A is regular and dim A > 3. 
Let CT be the reflection such that B(o)=Ks. Then B(5) cf F(x)‘, 
F(5) ~5 F(n), F(n)+F(o)= V, hence B(na)=B(rc)@B(~), F(x(T)= 
F(n)nF(a), B(o)n(B(a)+R)=(O), and B(ncr)nR=(B(z)@B(5))n 
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Rc B(n) n R. On the other hand, B(n) c B(rcg), hence B(rc) n R c 
B( XC) n R. 
The space (s, z) is regular and 2-dimensional, Since F(rrcr)’ 3 
F(R)’ + F(a)’ 1 (s, z), we get dim F(na)‘/rad F(rra)’ > 2. 
Since F(xa)l ns’~ (s, z) n.rl and (s, z) nsl is regular, we have that 
F(xa)’ n s’ is not totally isotropic. 
From now on we assume that dim(B(rr) n R) > 1. 
We have F(xo)‘ns’ d B(no)+ R; otherwise F(?uJ)+K~~B(YccJ)’ = 
B(n)l n s*. Since s 4 s’, we get F(na) + KS $ Bag F(xa), which 
implies B(xo)’ = F(rra). But then dim(B(za) n R) = dim(B(x) n R) = 0, 
which is a contradiction. 
Now we see that there is some vector VE B(no)l\F(xo) such that 
F(xo)l n sL d v’; namely, assume F(na)’ n d- c VI for all 
DE B(no)l\F(na), then F(xa)‘ns’ c v’ for all UE By. But then 
F(xo)lnsl c nveBCnapu = (CvEBCnojl Kv)l = B(xo)” = B(za)+ R, 
which is a contradiction. Then there is a nonisotropic vector 
b~F(xcr)‘ns’\((B(7ca)+R)uu~) since KfGF(3). 
Let p be the reflection such that B(p) =Kb; then B(p)’ = 
F(p)~F(xa)+KsxF(zno) and B(p) d B(xa)+R, hence F(nop)= 
F(no) n F(p) = F(na). Therefore dim B(nap) = dim B(xa) = dim B(x) + 1, 
using the first part of this lemma. 
Put p: x +x- 2f(b, b)-’ f(x, b)b. We show that B(xap) n R c B(nna) n 
R namely, x( reap - 1) = XXCJ - x - 2~3 b, b) - ’ f(xrca, b)b E R implies 
f(xrccr, b) = 0 since Kb q! B(wJ) + R. Further, D(XG - 1) $ B(nop) n R; 
otherwise o(rca - 1) = w(x~p - 1) = w7m - w - 2f(b, b) ~ ’ f( WW, b) b for 
some w E I’. Since U(~CJ - 1) E R, we get f( wrm, b) = 0, hence u(na - 1) = 
w(7ca - 1). Then (u-w)zr~=v-w=y~F(xcr), hence f(vxa, b)= 
f(y, 6) = 0 since b E F(ncr)’ c y’. Nowf(vm, b) = f(v, 6) since V~US - u E R, 
and f(v, b) # 0 since b $ vl. Therefore we have a contradiction. We obtain 
dim(B(xap)n R)<dim(B(za)n R)- 1. 
We have B(~EoP) c B(xa) + B(p), hence B(zap)’ 3 B(7ca)’ n B(p)’ = 
B(za)l n F(p)~F(zo) = F(znop). Hence B(~op)~/F(xop)~ (By n 
F(p))/F(nra) and therefore dim(B(xap)n R) > dim(B(za) n R) - 1. 
Finally, put q = op; then q is a half-turn since b ES’. 
Finally we are in a position to factor rc entirely under the condition that 
B(n) n R = (0). This result appears in a form in which it will be used later. 
By itself it solves the length problem for regular spaces. 
THEOREM 24 (Ishibashi). Assume dim V/R 2 3. Let n E 0 +(V) with 
dim(B(rr) n R) = 0. Put dim B(n) = 2t. Then there are half-turns ql,..., qS 
such that x=q,***yI, and 
s=tors=t+l if dim B(rc)/rad B(n) 2 2, 
s=t+lors=t+2 if dim B(rc)/rad B(n) < 2. 
481/99/2-2 
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Proof. First we assume dim R(rc)/rad B(n) > 2. If t = 1, then rc is a half- 
turn or we can use Lemma 21. If t = 2, use Lemmas 14, 11, 15, and then 
t = 1. If t > 2, then by Lemmas 9, 10, 11, 13, using induction we see there 
are half-turns q, vi ,..., u,~, such that rrq = g, ... q,,, dim B(rrv) = 2(t - l), 
dim B( nu)/rad B(rcq) 3 2, and s’ = t - 1 or s’ = t. The case s < t is 
impossible by [7, Theorem 33(i)]. 
Second we assume dim B(rr)/rad R( rt) < 2. If dim B(rc) 2 4, then by 
Lemma 22 is some half-turn q such that dim B(rrq) = dim B(n) and 
dim B(rcq)/rad B(xq) 3 2. Now we can apply the results of the first part of 
this proof. 
If dim R(x) = 2 and B(n) is totally isotropic, then using Lemma 22 we 
get, by Lemma 16, OCR =oq, where 0, w are reflections and r] is a half-turn. 
Hence n = ona = (o~w)(oo), where oylo = PI, is a half-turn and wg = vi q2 
is a product of two half-turns u,, qr by Lemma 21. If dim B(x) = 2 and 
B(x) is not totally isotropic, then there is a reflection (TV such that 
B(a,)c B(rc) and B(n)= B(rm2)@B(cr2). Hence 710~ =g1 is a reflection 
since dimB(xo2)= 1 and B(mr,)nRcB(Ic)nR= (0). But then rc=q1q2 
by Lemma 21. 
If dim B(n)/rad B(rc) = 0, then s < t + 1 is impossible by [ 7, 
Theorem 33(ii)]. If dim B(n)/rad B(x) = 1, then by [7, Theorem 33(i)], 
s<t is impossible. If s=t, then B(x)=B(~,)@B(~,)@ ... @B(qt), hence 
B( r] i ) c B( rc). Therefore dim B( n)/rad B( rr) 2 2. This is a contradiction. 
Thus also in this case, s < t + 1 is impossible. 
4. FACTORIZATION OF ISOMETRIES IN O+(V) 
We are now approaching the main goal of the paper. We shall factorize 
isometries whose paths intersect the radical and we shall determine the 
minimal number of factors needed. Of course, we want to include cases in 
which the path lies in the radical. Requiring the condition 
dim B(rc)/rad B(K) b 2 as in Section 3 would not serve the purpose. We 
shall replace this condition by a new one, namely dim F(rc)‘/rad F(x)’ > 2. 
Both conditions coincide for regular vector spaces. We shall assume 
K # GF(3) and in order to assure a factorization at all, we stipulate 
dim F( z)I/R > dim B(n). 
We start with an easy observation. 
LEMMA 25. Let V be a metric vector space and W a subspace of V. Then 
(W+ R)/rad( W+ R)E W/rad W. 
Proof We have W= X@ rad W, where X is regular. Then W+ R = 
X@ (rad W+ R), hence rad(W+R)=radX@rad(rad W+R)=O+ 
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rad W+ R since rad W+ R is totally isotropic. Thus W/rad WE 
Xr( W+ R)/rad( W+ R). 
We are approaching the key lemma of this section. The main purpose is 
to show, if dim(B(n)n R) >O, then there is a half-turn 17 such that 
dim(B(zq) n R) < dim(B(z) n R). In some cases we can only expect to find 
a reflection cr such that dim(B(ncr) n R) < dim(B(n) n R). 
LEMMA 26. Abide K#GF(3), dim F(z)'/R >dim B(n), and 
dim F(z)‘/rad F(x)l> 2. 
If dim(B(n) n R) = 2t, then there are t haQ&rns ul,..., I,I, such that for 
lt’=7tq, ~~~~,wehaueB(~‘)nR={O},F(~‘)=F(n),dimB(~’)=dimB(~), 
dim B(x’)/rad B(n') > 2, and dim F(K')~/R 2 dim B(n'). 
rf dim(B(x) n R) = 2t + 1, then there are t ha~t#rns q, ,..., qt and a rejlec- 
tion (r such that Bfn’a) n R = (01, F(x’a) = F(n), dim B(n’a) = dim B(K), 
dim B(z’a)/rad B(n’af >, 2, and dim F(jn'c~)~/R >/ dim B(ka). 
Proof. Clearly, F(Tc)~ is not totally isotropic, and F(z)~ Ct B(n) + R if 
B(n) n R # (0); namely, F(~c)~ c B(n) + R implies F(Tc)=,B(z)' by 
Lemma 3. Let v E Y such that u(n - 1) = r E R\{O). Then there is some non- 
isotropic ~~~(~)~\((B(~)+R)u~~) since KfGF(3f. 
Let rr: x -+ x-2f(a, a)-’ f(x, a)a. Then B(a) c F(?cji and thus 
F(cJ)=JF(z). Also, B(a) d B(n) + R, thus F(m) = F(n) n F(u) = F(z) and 
hence dim B(m) = dim B(x). Further, B(m) n R c B(n) n R; namely, 
xz(r -x = xrc - x - 2f(a, a)-’ j(xn, a)a E R implies f(xz, a) = 0 since 
a$B(z)+ R. Thus x(na- 1)=x(x- I)ER. In addition, u(n- l)= 
r 4 B(R(T); namely, f(uz, a) =f(v, a) # 0, and if for some w E Y we have 
v7~-~=w7~a-w=~71-w-2~(a,a)-‘f(w7c,a)a~R, then f(wn,a)=O. 
Thus (V - w)n = v - w and therefore v - w = y for some y E F(x). Therefore, 
un = w7c + y and finally f( w7c, a) = f(un, a) # 0. This is a contradiction. We 
getdim(B(?ro)nR)ddim(B(n)nR)-I Also, B(~)cB(~E)+B(B), hence 
~(~~)~~B(~)inB(~)~=~(~)~nF(~~ Now, FOBS, By, 
F(a), hence B(~~)~/~(~)~(B(~)~nF(~))/F(~) and therefore 
dim(B(za) n R) 2 dim(B(z) n R) - 1. 
For t = 0 we get either F(n)’ = B(n) + Rx X, where X is regular and 
dim X2 2, and then by Lemma 25 dim B(n.)/rad B(rc) > 2, or F(m)' = 
B(m) + R 3 X, then dim B(zcr)/rad B(m) 2 2. 
Now assume t >O. Then we continue our considerations. The space 
F(n)” na’ is not totally isotropic; namely, if F(z)’ n ai c F(n) + Ka, then 
F(n)’ n ai c F(R) and thus dim F(n)‘/rad F(n)" < 2. Consequently, either 
F(n)' naL c Ku + B(R) + R and then F(n) + KaI B(n)‘- n a’, which 
implies F(n)=, By na' and therefore dim(B(l(n)n R) = 1, i.e., t = 0; or 
there is a nonisotropic vector b E (F(zr)l n a")\(Ka + B(x) + R). Then X= 
Ka@Kb is regular and Xn(B(~)+R)=~O~. 
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We show Xl + Ku $ B(x)I nai; namely, X’ + Ka 3 B(x)’ n a’ implies 
(X+R)na’cB(x)+R+Ka and then (Xnal)+R=Kb+RcB(z)+ 
R + Ka, which is a contradiction. Thus there is some w E (B(x)’ n ai)\ 
(X’+Ka). Then w$F(rc) since X’I>F(Z). Thus w(rc-- l)~R\{0} and 
f(w7c,a)=f(w,a)=O. Hence w(rco-l)=w(~-l)~R\{0}. We get 
Kb=Xnal & WI since w$X’+Ka. Then bE(F(xo)‘naL)\(wiu 
(B(xa) + R)) and b is nonisotropic. 
Put p: x-+x-2f(b, b)-’ f(x, b)b. Then q =ap is a half-turn. As in the 
first part of this proof we get F(rcv) = F(Z), F(nq)’ = F(x)‘IX, 
dim B(nq) = dim B(x), and dim(B(rrq) n R) = dim(B(rr) n R) - 2. 
Now we can use induction. 
We are now ready for the first part of our main result. 
THEOREM 27. Assume dim VJR > 3, K # GF(3), 7-c E o+(v), 
dim F(z)l/R > dim B(x), and dim F(rc)‘/rad F(x)’ B 2. Then there are 
half-turns q, ,..., qs such that rc=~,.~.~, and 
2s = dim B(x) + dim( B(x) n R) 
or 
2s = dim B(n) + dim( B(x) n R) + 2. 
Proof. First assume dim(B(rr) n R) = 2t. Then by Lemma 26 there are 
half-turns q, ,..., qt such that for 7~’ = rcn, “.qt we have B(n’)nR={O}, 
F(7c’) = F(z), dim B(x’) = dim B(x), dim B( n’)/rad B( n’) > 2, and 
dim F(n’)‘-/R > dim B(n’). Clearly, rr’ E 0 + ( V), hence dim B(x) is even by 
Lemma 2.2. Let dim B(x) = 2q. By Theorem 24 there are half-turns 
&,...,&+r such that rc’=y~~...qb or rc’=q{...rb+r. Finally 7c= 
‘.*.&~;~.~r or ~t=n’,...&+~yl~...nr and 2t+2q=dimB(x)+ 
iim(B(a) n R). 
Now assume dim(B(n) n R) = 2t + 1. Then by Lemma 26 there are half- 
turns qr ,..., v, and a reflection c such that for n’ = ny, . . . ql we have 
B(n’a) n R = {0}, F(rc’cr) = F(x), dim B(n’a) = dim B(z), dim B(n’cr)/ 
rad B(7t’o) > 2, and dim F(n’o)/R 2 dim B(n’cr). Hence dim B(x) > 3 and 
odd since rr’c $0 + ( V). Let dim B(x) = 2q + 1. Then Lemma 20 yields 
da = r& -..rr$o and therefore rc = q; ... ~@a?, “.n,, where ocr is either a 
half-turn or a product of two half-turns by Lemma 21. We have 2q + 1 + 
2t + 1 = dim B(7t) + dim(B(n) n R). 
According to [7, Theorem 33(i)], it is not possible that 2s~ 
dim B(n) + dim(B(rr) n R). 
The following lemma establishes that in the factorization of Theorem 29 
the number of factors cannot be reduced. 
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LEMMA 28. Assume dim F(n)l/rad F(rc)l < 1 and rc = q1 ... q,, where vi 
are half-turns. Then 2t > dim B(n) + dim(B( n) n R). 
Proof: Let qr = ap where (r, p are reflections such that B(p) c B(o)l. 
If B(a), B(p)cF(n)‘, then B(v,) cF’(rr)l and therefore dim F(K)‘/ 
rad F(K)’ 22. This is a contradiction. Then, say, B(p) 4 F(X)‘, hence 
F(p) 1, F(n). Consequently, V= F(rc) + F(p), hence B(np) = B(X) @ B(p). 
Therefore B(np) n RIB(X) n R, dim(B(np) n R) > dim(B(n) n R), and 
dim B(rcp) = dim B(Z) + 1. Hence codim F(xp) = codim F(X) + 1, hence 
F(TT~)=F(x)~F(~) since F(xp)xF(x)nF(p) and F(rc) d F(p). Therefore 
F(7cp)‘1F(rc)~ +F(p)’ = F(x)~ + B(p), hence F(np)’ is not totally 
isotropic. 
Further, dim F(xp)l/R = dim B(rcp) by [7, Lemmas 18 and 193, since 
==41 ... qr. Hence from [7, Theorem 33(i)], we conclude that the minimal 
number of reflections in a factorization of np, cZ(~p) = dim B(np) + 
dim(B(np)n R)adim B(rc)+ 1 +dim(B(n)n R). Since np=q, “.Y]~+,G, 
our factorization of up has 2t - 1 reflections, hence 2t - 1 > cl(np) 2 
dim B(rc) + 1 + dim(B(n) n R), hence 2t > dim B(n) + dim(B(n) n R) + 2. 
Our final theorem constitutes the second part of our main result. It deals 
with the case dim F(n)l/rad F(rc)l d 1. In order to start the factorization 
process, we have to multiply 7c by a suitable half-turn or reflection whose 
existence has been shown in Lemma 23. 
THEOREM 29. Assume dim V/R > 3, K # GF(3), 71 E O’(V), 
dim F(n)“/R 2 dim B(x), and dim F(n)l/rad F(n)’ < 1. Then there are half- 
turns q 1 ,..., qS such that n = q1 . . . qS and 2s = dim B(X) + dim(B(rr) n R) + 2 
or 2s=dimB(n)+dim(B(~)nR)+4. 
Proof. First assume F(n)‘/R is regular; then rad F(x)’ = R. Since 
dim F(n)l/rad F(n)l< 1, we get F(n)’ = Ku + R. If a= 0, then F(x)l = R, 
henceF(~)=Vandn=1.Ifu#O,thenF(~)1=Ku~RandKuisregular. 
Then F(z) = u’, hence codim F(n) = dim B(X) = 1. Then dim(B(n) n R) = 1 
since rc E 0 + (V), i.e., B(X) c R and 71 is a simple radical isometry which is a 
product of two reflections, and then by Lemma 21 also the product of two 
half-turns, x = q 1 q2. 
Now we assume F(n)‘/R is not regular. We have codim F(x)’ 2 1; 
namely, if codim F(x)’ =O, then F(x)* = V, hence rad F(x)l= R and 
therefore dim V/R = dim F(r)l/rad F(x)l> 3, which is a contradiction. 
Now we can apply Lemma 23: There is a reflection o such that B(M) = 
B(n)@ B(a), B(rccr) n R = B(rc) n R, dim F(rca)l/rad F(w)’ > 2. 
Let dim(B(lr)n R) = 2t. Since dim F(na)l/R 2 dim B(no), we can 
apply Lemma 26 to no and get that there are t half-turns ql,..., I], such 
that for ~‘=rcoq~ “‘9, we have B(x’)nR=(O}, F(7c’)=F(xo), 
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dim B(n’) = dim B(no), dim B( n’)/rad B(rc’) 2 2, dim F(rr’)/R > dim B(n’). 
Clearly dim B(xo) is odd. Let dim B(rcc) = dim B(n’) = 2q + 1. Then by 
Lemma 20, applied to n’, there are half-turns r~; ,..., q; and a reflection o 
such that K’ = r; .+.qbo. Then x=q; ...I&o~~ . ..rl.cr=y~; ...~&;‘...Y];wG, 
where VI’ = O~+II. Therefore, using Lemma 21, we get 2s = 2q + 2t + 4 = 
dim B(n) + dim(B(n) n R) + 4. 
Let dim(B(n) n R) = 2t + 1. Then by Lemma 23 there is a reflection e 
and a half-turn q such that B(rca) = IS(rc F(rrq) =F(rc~), 
dim B(nq) = dim B(x) + 1, dim(B(rrq) n R) = dim(B(lr) n R) - 1 = 2t, 
dim F(rrl)‘/rad F(rrq)’ b 2. Hence we get dim F(rrq)‘/R = dim F(no)‘/R 
2 dim B(Ro) = dim B(nq). Therefore we can apply Lemma 26 to 71~. There 
are t half-turns q,,..., qt such that for rc’=~qylr “‘ql we have B(d)nR= 
{O), F(n’) = F(v), dim B(rr’) = dim B(rcq), dim B( rr’)/rad B( 71’) 3 2, 
dim F(n’)‘/R > dim II(&). Clearly dim B(x) is odd. Let dim B(n) = 2q + 1. 
Then dim B(rc’) = dim B(nq) = dim B(x) + 1 = 2q + 2 = 2(q + 1). We apply 
Theorem 24 to rc’ since 7~’ E0 + (V): There are half-turns q;,..., vi, where 
r=q+l or r=q+2, such that x’=r;.*.,q:. Thus rc=~;...y~:q;..q,yl. 
Therefore 2s=2r+2t+2=2(q+1)+2t+2=dim B(x)+dim(B(x)nR)+2 
or 2s = 2(q + 2) + 2t + 2 = dim B(n) + dim(B(x) n R) + 4. 
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